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1. INTRODUCTION:

TheNRCstaffSafetyEvaluation(SE)pertainingtothelicensee'sinitialre- ,

spontes to the Station Blackout (SBO) rule, 10 CFR 50.63, was transmitted by
letter dated August 14,1990. The staff had determined that the crosstie bus
(14H bus) and cross connecting cables should be modified in accordance with the

guidance of NUMARC 87-00 Appendix B,) Items 3, 9 and 12.
In additton, Northeast

Nuclear Energy Company (the licensee was asked to confirm battery capa:ity
adequacy and reevaluate the effects of loss of ventilation in the east and west
safety valve enclosure area and the east and west de switchgear/ battery rooms.
<ppendix B of NUMARC 87 00 states that AAC components should be enclosed within
.tructures that conform with the Uniform Building Code and that the exposed
cables between the buildings should be buried. The staff had determined that
these requirements were necessary to ensure that the AAC source components
(crosstie) were not affected by the same weather related and switchyard eventt
that might have contributed to the SB0 event. The staff's concern was that the
14H bus and the cross connecting cables could be affected by the weather related
and switchyard events and, thereby, compromise the ability to safely shut down
the blackout unit. Therefore, the staf f recommended that the 14H bus and
cross-connecting cables should be modified. In addition, the staff requested
that the licensee conduct the approariate AAC tests in accordance with the
guidance of NUMARC 87-00 Appendix 3, item B.12. By letter dated November 1,
-1990,-the licensee provided responses to the SE and the schedules for
implementation of the required hardware and associated procedures
modifications.

2.0 EVALUATION:

2.1 proposedAACpowerSource(SESection2.2.2)

The licensee has proposed modification to the 14H bus and the cross-connecting
power cables to minimize the vulnerability of the AAC cross connect to
weather-related and switchyard events. NUMARC 87-00 Appendix B.3, requires
that AAC structures meet the uniform building code. The uniform building code
for Connecticut requires that structures should be designed for wind loads of
-90 mph. The licensee has proposed to provide an additional enclosure around
the 14H bus switchgear building to eliminate the potential for collection of
rain water within the bus 14H floodwall and provide additional protection
against salt contamination. This enclosure will be designed to withstand
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90 mph winds. In addition, the licensee has committed to perform an analysis
of the cable run support system to wittstand 90 rph wirds and previtt adcitional
support if necessary. The staff had earlier accepted the use of aerial cables
instead of buried cables per SB0 seminar Question No.114 Q ! A responses, if ,
the aerial lines are protected from the likely severe weather e' Nts for the
site area. Therefore we find the licensee's corriitment to inst 11 an
additional enclosure a,round the 14H bus switchgear building and additional
cable supports for cross connecting cables, if necessary to withstand 90 mph
winds, to be acceptable.

The existing crosstie capability is designed for Appendix R fire scenarios for
which the cros$ tie is to be aligned within 4 hours. For the fire scenario,
numerous control and protective circuits are bypassed due to the potential of
fire damage and the f act that local operations are necessary. The SB0 crosstie
is required to be available within 1 hour and the proper control and protective
circuits must be made availabic to the control root operators to accomplish the
inter-unit crosstie without bypassing the protective relays. Therefore,
modifications are required so that the protective relays which are bypassed for
an Appendix R fire scenario are retained under an SB0 event. Also, the licencee
has committed to demonstrate the capability of the SB0 AAC pcwer source for
Units 1 and 2 in accordance with NUMARC 87 00, Appendix 0, Jtem Nos. 9 and 12.

The licensee plars to dc the u difications and testing during the refueling
outages. The licensee plans to complete the Unit 2 modification in the next
refueling outage of April 1992. The next scheduled Unit 1 outage is March 1991.
Due to design lead times, the licensee will not be able to complete the required
modifications associated with Unit I during the scheduled outage of March 1991
for Unit 1. Therefore, the licensee has proposed to complete the crosstie
modifications and the associated procedure changes and testing for Units 1 and 2
at the end of the 1993 Millstone 1 refueling outage. The Code of Federal
Regulations 10 CFR 50.63(c)(4) specifies that the equipment and procedure
modifications should be completed within 2 years. The licensee states that the
modification to the control and protective circuitry associated with the circuit
brea6ers that will be utilized for the Unit I to Unit 2 SB0 crosstie cannot be
conpleted until the 1993 Unit 1 refueling outage, due to design lead timcs and
because of the modifications to circuit breakers that provide sources of of fsite
power to Units 1 and 2. Since we difference in time between that permitted
under the SB0 rule and the start of the 1993 Unit I refueling outage is
approximately 6 months, the staff approves the licensee's proposed completion
schedule.

2.2 Effects of Loss of Ventilation (SE Section 2.3.4)

The staff also identified concerns and asked the licensee to reevaluate the
effects of loss of ventilation in the east and west safety valve encloture area
and the east and west de switchgear/ battery rooms. The licensee subcontracted
Devonrue Inc. to do the loss of ventilation analysis in the east and west safety
valve er.r.losure area. One analysis evaluated the thermal conductivity of the
reinforced concrete well including considerations for rebar (as well as stone,
sand,etc.). An additier el memorandum from Devonrue discussed the method used
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to determine the heat generation rate of the steam pipes and equipment in the
room. The licensee stated that written reverification of these inputs would be
obtained and/or the analyses would be revised if necessary to resolve the SE
concerns by January 15, 1991. The staff finds this comitment to be acceptable.
The licensee should include the associated documentation with the other SB0
documentation that is maintained by the licensee in support of the SB0 submittals.

The licensee has conducted an 8-hour temperature heat up analysis for the east
and west de switchgear battery roon.s. The analysis shows that the temperature
for the east and west de switchgear battery rooms will drop below 100'F af ter
the doors are opeaed within 30 minutes of an 580. The temperatures calculated
for both rooms assumec no ventilation available for the entire 8 hour period.
However, one battery room exhaust fan would be operational to provide limited
ventilation to the switchgear rooms via transfer grills once the AAC power
source is established. The licensee has committed to revise the SB0 procedures
for the operation of this battery room exhaust fan.

The staff concludes that the licensee's commitment to revise procedures to open
the doors to the switchgear rooms within 30 minutes of the onset of an SB0 and
to provide for operation of the battery room exhaust f an has resolved the staff's
concern regarding the effects of loss of ventilation in the east and west dc and
switchgear rooms.

The licensee has committed to perform additional analysis and provide confir-
mation on items as applicable. However, tN licensee Ld not specifically
address the other recommendations contained in the std''s SE. These include
the implementation of an EDG reliability program that meets the guidance of R.G.
1.155, Section 1.?, provision for appropriate operator training and procedures
to ensure that decay heat removal as identified in the SE can be adequately
accomplished and confirmation regarding the adequacy of the Class 1E battery
system as identified in the SE. The licensee should provide its proposed plan
and schedule for resolving these recommendations.

3.0 CONCl.USION

We have reviewed the licensee's submittal and have concluded that the licensee's
comitment to install an additional enclosure around the 14H bus switchgear
building and additional cable supports for the cross-connecting cables if

necessary, to withstand 90 mph winds is acceptable. Inaddition,thelicensee's
evaluation of the effects of loss of ventilation in the east and west safety
valve enclosure area and the east and west de switchgear battery rooms is
acceptable.

The licensee should maintain the above confirmations and analyses in the
documentation supporting the SB0 submittals available for further inspection
and assessment as may be undertaken by the NRC to audit conformance with the
SB0 rule.
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The licensee has cornitted to perform additional analyses and confirmations as
applicable. However, the licensee did not specifically address the other recom.
mendations contained in the staff's SE. These include implementation of an EDG
reliability program that meets the guidance of RG 1.155, Section 1.2, provisions
for appropriate operator training and procedures to ensure that decay heat
removal as identified in the SE can be adequately accomplished and
confirmation regarding the adequacy of the Class 1E battery system as identified
in the SE. The licensee should provide their pro >osed plan for resolving these
recommendctions within 30 days af ter receipt of t11s SSE. The schedule for
implementation should also be provided in accordance with 10 CFR 50.63(c)(4).

Principal Contributor: N. L Trehan

Date: April 4, 1991,
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